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Mogul Copper Coins. —By C. J. Rodgers, Honorary Numismatist to the 

Government of India. 

With twelve plates. 

[Read July, 1895.] 

I have already written three papers on the Copper Coins of Akbar, 

two in this Journal and one in the Indian Antiquary. In the Indian 

Museum are many coins of Akbar and of other Mogul Emperors. 

There is a vast collection of Mogul Copper Coins in the Lahore Museum. 

The catalogues of the coins in these two museums are ready and can be 

studied. 

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole in the preface to the British Museum 

Catalogue of Mogul Coins says, “ The rarest of all Mogul Coins are those 

of copper.” This sentence should read, “ The rarest of all Mogul Coins, 

in the British Museum, are those of copper.” It was a mistake to regard 

the British Museum Mogul Coins as a representative collection. It had 

in it forty copper coins only. Now my papers should have given an 

inkling as to the numbers of Mogul Copper Coins obtainable. My 

catalogue of the Lahore Museum coins (purchased from me by the 

Panjab Government) shows how numerous the copper coins of many 

Mogul Emperors are. The truth is that these copper Mogul coins are 

so uncouth in shape and the legends on them are so fragmentary, that 

numismatists have neglected them and collectors have despised them. 

But of late some kind and sensible correspondents of mine have paid 

attention to them. I live in the Panjab, and as I get no pay I cannot 

go about hunting for coins in other provinces. But the Rev. Geo. 

P. Taylor, D.D., of Ahmadabad, R. F. Malabarwala, Esq., and C. E. 

Kotwal, Esq., of Bombay, Major Adam Smith of Poonah, and the 

Rev. J. E. Tracy, M.A., of Kodaikanal, Madura District, have kindly 

sent up to me some of the results of their research, and the consequence 

has been that with their aid and with the assistance of the Amritsar 

bazaar, I have been able to put together the drawings in the accompany¬ 

ing twelve plates. The coins are therein arranged in no special order, but 
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were drawn as they came into my hands. As some few copper of Jahangir 

in the Lahore Museum seemed rare if not unique, I obtained permission 

from the curator to draw them. Ten years ago in Simla, I drew two 

coins of Shah Jalian that were in General Cunningham’s collection. 

These are 22 and 23 of Plate XIII. 

It will be seen that the coins of Ahmadabad are very fully shown. 

Nearly all these are the results of Dr. Taylor’s research. One coin 

No. 144 of PL XXIII, was obtained by me the day on which I finished 

that plate. So that it will be seen the plates represent the result of 

united labour. I heartily thank my fellow workers for their help. 

Without it I could not possibly have produced this paper. 

I will now go through the coins and transcribe, as far as I can, the 

legends on them. 

PLATE XII. 

(1)* Akbar Shall! (JO Amardad month 

Four Tanke piece Ahmadabad 50th 

(2) do. (&}\) jy* j*** 

year. 

Shahrewar month 

PI Ahmadabad 49th 

(3) Shah Saliml 

L_’ 

(JO- 

year. 

^j(,) Two Tanke piece Ahmadabad ... 

year. 

(4) do. A** a Azr month 

£ j L£> Four Tanke piece ^1 *(♦) Ahmadabad 50th 

(5) 

A 'lV» 

Akbar Shah! A)\ 

year. 

Tlr month 

Four Tanke piece <ib| ps Ahmadabad 49th 

year. 

# 

TA. = 

The weights are 

The Rev. Geo. 

given under the coins 

P. Taylor, D.D.: K. 
on the plate. M. 

= Mr. Kotwal : 
= Mr. Malabarwalla : 

A. C. = General Sir 
Alexander Cunningham : L. M. = Lahore Museum : A. S. B. = Asiatic Society of 

Bengal; C. J. R. = Author : TR. = Rev. J. E. Tracy, M.A. 
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(6) (Half) Tanka of AJI FP 44th year 

Akbar Ahmadabad Aban month. 

((#) 

(7) Tanka of Akbar ^11 1*1 46th year 

libf L-fj'i Ahmadabad • Ardibihisht month 

(8) A.U. *JS\ <Jxi3 J- Tanka of Akbar fJ)t 1** 45th year. 

»ibf Ahmadabad 
H 

yJ Tir month. 

(9) 
v“ 

Qth Tanka of 

*ibf £+£>.) 
It « |'t 
a^.*v Mb 

Akbar) 

Ahmadabad 
•» 

yt Tir month. 

() 

(10) Akbar Shahi .11 Ardibihisht month 

£Bj» Two Tanke piece •>b| p Ahmadabad. 

(11) o-yjj Rawane »ib| £+£>4 Ahmadabad 

r 2nd year of u- Fulus 10J 6 H. 
dUti Jahangir > 

i.n 

This side was (12) do. 3 like (11) but year 

6th year of 1 • M 1019 H. 
— Jahangir 

(13) (^) >jj do. as on (11) no year Ahmadabad 

— 
Ho year Fulus. 

PLATE XIII. 

(14) r 
Jahangiri Agra 

a &L* Fulus, 8th year 1022 H. 

l *rr 

(15) J&J \j*\ Part of legend on Part of legend on (14) and part 

-- dam of Islam of legend on reverse of Islam 

... Shah Suri Shah Suri » 
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(16) Rawane 

4th year of *?tr° 
Jahangir 

(17) iXw It became \ *rr 

U'JJ Rawan (current) 

(18) 
Jahangir!, a# 

J** 6th year ‘Adi 

(19) 
Jahangir! Rawan, 

9th year 

Balrat. 

Qandahar 

Fulus 1022. 

Kabul 

Fulus. 

Aj mir 

1024 H. 

(20) t* 4th year | • I A 1018 H. 

aJLo Raij (Current) Agra. 

g* 

(21) Half a Raij Dehli. 

(22) 
Shahjahani I *»Jfl ibvo 1065 Hijri 

M Fulus, 29th year Bair at. 

° 

(23) 
. U-a- do., no year n 16th year 

AXwi u-> Patna. 

Ail) 
V 

. u^o 

(24) Aurangshahi Multan 

Fulus v( J"") 1073 H. 

f *vr 

(25) AXw Year Labor 

u^U/0 Blessed (10) 75 H. 

of accession (1 *)vd 
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(26) 
, La 
j ' 

PLATE 

As on (23) 

XIV. 

J\ eJ*! A ban month 

(27) do. do. 

• * 

l •pr 

J! 

Ahmadabad 

1042 H. 

Mihr month 

(28) do. do. 

1 *pf 

j> n 

Ahmadabad 

1041 H. 

Mihr month 

(29) 
. I^a Shahjahani 

tib| a| 4_j(^^) 

^0j]^sSLm) 

Ahmadabad 

no year. 

Isfandarmuz 

Fulus, 6th year. iS0| | i^j^c Ahmadabad 

(30) 
. La. 
j ~ 

Shahjahani «^Jf ti*Af 

no year. 

Ahmadabad 

I ♦ {JitJ43 Fulus, 10th year v(^r®) 1046 H. 

(31) irrr Akbar Shah II. 

t -FI 

1 f 12th year 

vat 
1233 H. Fulus. aL* Ahmadabad. 

(32) 
Jahangir! 

ibf cX*Af 

C Surat 

1 d Fulus, 15th year. 1028 H. 

(33) 
; l^A Shahjahani 

AXw 

| • P A 

Surat 

Fulus. r a 28th year. 

(34) do. do. do., year-1 *1 Surat 

(35) &(*>) Rafi‘u-d-darajat 6a1 

16th year 

1st year 

o (Fulus.) no mint 

(u^O (probably Surat.) 
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(36) Fulus of Muham- 

*1_& mad Shah Bad- 

I irr ^0 uMjti shah, 1132. 

(37) 
Jahangir! 

^>jc 

(38) y 

L^a. 

Shahjahairi 

PLATE XY. 

(39) | .Af 1084 H. |v 

Ax*o Shahjahanabad AXw 

cJjLxj 

*r 

(40) -VA 1078 H. t 1 

rest as on (39) Shahjahanabad 

rest as on (37) 

(41) (v^j)^ r11* Fulus of 

sl_£ Aurangzeb Shah — 

j\ II *V ‘Alamglr 1007 H. 

(42) j4 ^ 
as on (41), but 

Ji||*v less 

(43) ^ r11* as on (41), but 

(*)i—a. year 1108 H. 

| | • A 

^0)ji 

(44) ejljJl/o 

year- 

Surat. 

year- 

Udaipur. 

Ujain. 

17tli year. 

lltli year. 

Multan. 

40th year. 
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(45) Year— AXga Blessed year— 

JyjG Narnol C$\L/0 of accession. 

U"J^ 

(46) do. do. do. do. 

(47) AXvj Year do. do. 

jLu 

(48) do. do do. do. 

(49) Surat ( S^\ Aurangshahl 

'r’J'* Year — ! «a r Fulus 1083 H. 

_ _ 

(50) Haidarabad Blessed year 41 

I f *A A-X-VJ | 1108 H. FI of accession. 

(SI) i (i r mint not read Blessed year 45 

1113 H. of accession. 

(52) Fulus of Badshah Shah 

Elicpur, 2nd year 

1 ir- 

‘Alam 1120 H. 

PLATE XVI. 

(53) The blessed r» 30fch year 

accession of Ax-uj Sholapur. 

- ‘Alamgir 

'-rj'* 

(54) (Jk The blessed 0 5th year 

»(_A accession of AXw» Sholapur. 

(J^jUa5 Shah ‘Alam I 

(55) do. do. do. do. 

(56) as on (53) AXvJ year— 

A^K G ulburga. 

Fulus of | d Surat 

() i *Ar Aurangzeb (Shah) AXtO 15th year. 

J. i. 23 

1083 
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(58) 

(59) 

C. J. Rodgers — Mogul Copper Coins. 

IP 14th year of &S.AM year 

aL the Blessed cl>jy» Surat. 

Accession 

Aurangzeb &jy*> Surat 

•Sjji Shahi Ax«j 4tli year, 

I_i 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(v-'j) <-&yl 

,4> 

U 

v—o) 

’^Vu 
11 -p 

as on (60) 

Fulus of 

Aurangzeb Shah 

Parts of this 

couplet only 

1104 H. 

,ib 

(I l)ra 

do., but year 

in ? 

Muhammad 

Shah 

Bad shah 

1135 H. 

f • <Um 

() t— VO 

<JtU» 

J»r» 

Surat 

10th year. 

The Blessed 

Accession year ? 

Year ? 

The gate of 

Victory Bijapur. 

Fulus of 

Elicpur 

4th year. 

As on (63), but no year 

PLATE XVII. 

(65) ^Xm Year Year- 

Lucknow ^J[*° The Blessed 

Accession. 

(66) y Year 7 V 7th year of the 

&Xw Akbarabad ^liW Blessed 

Accession. 
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(69) Gold as on (61), but^o instead *rJr® 
of 

(70) Labor IV ? 17tli year, &c. 

&XaMi 

(71) Labor V 7tli year, &c. 

1074 H. &Xv3 

I *vr® 4^£)L/0 

(72) Labor -year, &c. 

(73) Labor do. 

V (j*) 

(74) Bairat do. do. 

(75) do. do. do. 

(70) (Xat) 1st year of ^(Uo) A blessed fulus 

Accession iw-.rtv)1* of ‘Alamgir 

tjtojh Shah. 

(77) aul^l? Mint ? as on (73). 

Gulhata or 

Gulbana P 

PLATE XVIII. 

(78) &X*jt Farrubbsiyar U»j^ 

Jf* ) 
? 

(79) £.j\*) Farrukhsiyar LT 

Badsbab 1125 H. 'rtt* 

( | |)P6 
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(80) J** Farrukhsivar yiw t 

u* 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

£ J* Farrukhsivar 

—£> . 

jh/C 

Quadruped to 1. - 

f*Jb ? 

<XXvo 

O* (j-W ) 

>>vv 

4th year. 

Fulus of 

Elicpur. 

Elicpur 

mint. 

(84) -part of a 

Tanka of 

Akbar 

,*Ji n 

(v) J*> 

39 th year 

Bairat. 

(85) .jX*JU 
•» 

‘Alamgir f f 1 year 111- 

Fulus >rt %° Mailapur. 

(86) < Fulus of abl Shah j ahanabad 

I I-S') <jbj& Muhammad Shah 

1159 H. aU 

n 

29th year. 

(87) 

i fra 

Muhammad Shah 

1135 H. 

v (j*) 

^Xm cbf^* 
Kabul, year— 

(88) glw i>4S'° Fulus of (•jULo Multan struck 

jig &l£> ib Muhammad Shah •er4 in the 3rd year 

11 rr crj^ Badshah Grhazi 

3133 H. 

of the Blessed 

Accession. 

(89) Fulus of I 1 16th year, 

gl& ‘Alamgir Cuttack. 

Badshah 
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PLATE XIX. 

(90) _^JU(U) ‘Alamgir 1 Year 6, 

(j) U a (b) Badsliali G-liazI AXvo 
. ,/> 

Hafizabad. • •• 

ibllai la». • 

(91) JUw !I!A Year 1118 H. 

yjj (U/O) ‘Azimabad. •• 

(92) 40th. year of, (II*) A 1108 year H. 

&bvo &c. &Xw Kabul. 

Jj(< 

(93) 1 ♦ 1A 1068 H. 

4Xw Narnol. 

Jjb^ 

V (>"=) 

(94) (1 *)vp 1074 

^Xw Narnol. 

dyjb 

w^j-aC 

(95) Sahib-i-Qiran Bairat 

i* 
SanI • • v(-^) 

| »pA 

1048 H. 

(96) (u) ^ Shah Jahan l^f 1041 

A (Jtojl-T* ? 

(97) Fulus of Ahmad i^Uho Multan 

- ^ 
Shah Badshah *72r® 10th year, Ac. 

Ghazi I ♦ ijfjlvo 

(98) Ahmad Shah <J*^ Struck at Pesha- 

»U>ib Badshah war, 1st year of 

accession. 

^ ^b/o ^>>wo j 
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(99) Blessed coin of a Fulus of 

1 f vr ‘Alamgir II. Labor, 

1172 H. 5th year. 

jlyo 

(100) As on ( 9 9 ) bnt no year. As on ( 9 9 ) 

(101) £. 1 
Fulus of «ibf fcbk Shahjahanabad 

t f IV ‘Alamgir II. 1st year. 

1168 H. 

(102) As on (101) do., but year As on (101) do. 

but year. 1169 H. but year r 2nd year. 

t m 

PLATE XX. 

(103) Jhansi L&fJl* ‘Alamshahi 

A tr l r 1213 H. 

fish Fulus. 

(104) lbo|,i Damla #aIA | r f * do. 

^- 121—H. 

(105) c^>b Nah an U-J^3 

31st year j.lle U, 

ri 

(106) Shah ‘Alam 

V (j*>) p 55A iib Bad shah 

o 

(107) Farrukhnagar ^1A ^JL ‘Alamshahi 

V {j* ) 9 r i p 1214 H. 

(108) <>b| Husainabad -*J Le i)ko c. Fulus of Shah 

1178 H. -VA ‘Alam. 

(l 1 ) VA 

(109) *bf yS f Akbarabad »IA Fragments of 

Fulus 
« 

c Shah ‘Alam 

)j(A iib Bad shah Ghazi. 
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(110) (il)| j*Alvof Islamabad 

Fulus 1177 H. jlc &IA <ib 

( II ) VV 

(111) Fulus irfv 1217 H 

(J.) W. H. J. W. H. Blessed coin of 

pr ) 43rd year. Bad shah 

j ta/o ^ x^j 

(112) «yL p pile Blessed coin of 

Fulus Shah ‘Alam 

ri 36th year. IP Badshah G-hazi. 

jU L& ,ib 

jlx»0 <SXu5 

(113) j>b| Najibabad U JU Fulus of 

11th year. .a I Mr ‘Alam Shah 

! I 1183 H. 

&X*o 

(114) <^| Najibabad. IA do. 

‘rJT® 43rd year. 1 PM year 1216 H. 

pr 

U*J^J 

PLATE XXI. 

(115) IA Fulus of .Jfib1t*» Saharanpur 

1 r it® ‘Alam Shah 41st year. 

u*jb 1214 H. PI 

&Xw 

(116) do. do. do., year PP do. 

and fish. 42nd year. 

(117) do., 1P ! a do. do., year pp do. 

1218 H. 44th year. 

(118) do., 1 PM do. do., year PP do. 

1215 H. 42nd year. 
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(119) Blessed coin of «ib| Mominabad 

<L 

f r | — 

&IA .ib 

^Lvxj ixw 

Shall £Alam 

Bad shah GrhazI 

. 121(8) 

(p) i* o»> 

44th year. 

(120) ((Jl* sl-i ) Shah £Alam 

(8) Lw lib Badshali 

r a 

38th year. 

(121) J? I Muhammad • • *bbt 1 Akbarabad 

I rrt Akbar 1221 H. Pistol pistol fulus 

fcbi Badshah u-(^ ) 1st year. 

(122) b jjS | ^sr"3 Muhammad Akhar 

Ba(dshah) 

jW 

Grwaliar. 

(123) c 
Falus of Akhar •ibf Shah j ahanabad 

! rrr Shah II. 1222 H. (D 

i.m 

*i«^t 

1st year. 

(124) do. do. do., but year 

r 

do. 2nd year, 

(125) do. irr* do. year 

1225 H. 

do., hut S t® do. 4th year. 

(126) do. 

(tr)n 

do. year 

1226 H. 

do. and do. 6th year. 

PLATE XXII. 

(127\ Fulus of Shah () Shall j ah anabad 

I r ♦ 1 £Alam Sliah 34th year. 

1206 H. .—A 

« rp 

ri28i rJU Fulus ib| slw do. 32nd year, 

U~ 
£Alam Sliah rr 
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(129; do. 

>00 • 1 

UyR 

year 1206 H. 

(130) do. 

1 rp 

crP* 

year 124 for 1174 

(131) (<*«•) ‘Alam Shah 

! 1 ra 

Axw 
1125 H.? ! 

(132) Fulus of 

fA ^*A ‘Alam Shah 

1208 H. 

(133) 121- H. 
• 

I r i - 
U ssLjo ^ 

(134) 

(135) 

do. do. 

1217 H. 

(136) 

(137) 

1 r i v 

(A 
• 

aO ^ 

> 
1211 H. 

iri f 
yl * 

(138) 

jli fclA ( b ) 

do. do. 33rd year. 

rr 

do: do. 1st year. 

do. do. 33rd year. 

rr 

do. do. 35 th year. 

ra 

Akbarabad pistol 

‘rir* fai as. 

pistol 

do. do. 

No mint pistol 

pistol fish and fish. 

•rir* 

( Lrt )j**i Bindraban 

27th year. 

rv 

Kitar in ^ Bhartpur ? 

Of 

Sir*5 P 
• 

Fish|Trisul 

PLATE XXTTT. 

Fulus of Alwar. ( ) 7 

60 

900 

967 H 

(139) 
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(140) Kalanaur fulus. ,<■»' rv 37 tli Ilahi 

Sliahrewar 

(month). 

(141) 
J'i Shall Jahan Lucknow Fuliis. 

,ib Badshah G-hazi V (j* ) 

( * l)—£ 

(142) UV** Fulus of Fathpur. 
•\ A 

6 ) 
^bAib 80 5- 986 H. 

.900 J y 

(143) t 1 •* 1100 ? ! ^1 I One anna 

»L-£ Shall ‘Alam V/*® Calcutta. 

Badshah G-hazi alibi' 

— 

3u • 

(144) Fulus of Daru-l-mulk Kabul 

(t ir)p Jaliandar Shah 1st year. 

Jk^I (Ja!^ 

(145) Muhammad Fulus of 

(*)IA iib Sliah Badshah. u* (jM ) Elicpur. 

(146) cJ^fb Fragment of Najibabad 

L_i 47 or 40th year. 

^ li>^} fc. pv 

xJ ^ 3> ^ 
A>»Xvo 

(147) ir*n 1206 Bandraban 

*1% £>- Blessed coin of '-rj'*3 Fulus. 

(148) 

^L/0 Ax**s 

U *U» Shah ‘Alam Mint not plain. 

fulus c* “ Currents 

(149) In hexagon Akbar Nagar 994 H. 

‘Mp 

(150) The Mint of the Sri Year date 

»,fi (Ji Fort Agra *0<V 936 H. 

aU 
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In all tliis long list of Mogul Coins there is not one that has been 

drawn before that I am aware of. Coins (1), (2), and (4) are four tanke 

pieces of Akbar from the Ahmadabad mint. (3) is a two tanke piece of 

Salim Shah and (4) a four tanke piece of the same prince. (6) is a 

half tanka of Akbar, and (7) is a full tanka. Going by weights, (8) is 

a quarter tanka, and (9) the 8th part of a tanka, (10) is another two 

tanke piece of Akbar’s. What (11), (12) and (13) were intended for I 

do not know. They look like novelties introduced by Jahangir in the 

beginning of his reign. We know that he upset the value of mohurs 

and rupees by increasing to Akbar’s system. 

The coins on Plate XIII. show other vagaries of Jahangir. (14) and 

(15) are struck on old Surl dams. (14) shows this a little, but (15) plainly. 

(17) is a Qandahar coin and (18) is a Kabul one. Both have irregular 

weights. (19) is a Rawan (20) is a Raij and (21) is a half raij, from the 

Ajmlr, Agra and Dehll mints respectively. (14)-(21) are all from my 

collection now in the Lahore Museum. (22) is a lovely fulus of Shall- 

jahan of the Bairat mint. It is of the weight of a dam. (23) is also a 

fulus of Shahjahan, but its irregular weight shows that changes had 

commenced in the copper coinage. Both these coins were in the cabinet 

of General Sir Alexander Cunningham when I drew them. (24) and 

(25) are a Multan and a Lahdr fulus of Aurangzeb of various weights 

(25) being half of (24). 

On Plate XIV. (26) and (27) are dams of Shahjahan from the Ah¬ 

madabad mint. (28) and (30) are evidently half dams. All are styled 

fulus on the coins themselves. (31) is a strange coin of Akbar II. with 

the name of the Ahmadabad mint on it. I obtained one like this in the 

Kangra Valley in 1886. (32) is a dam of Jahangir’s from the Surat 

mint: (33) and (34) are dams from the same mint in the time of 

Shah Jahan. (35) is evidently a fulus of Rafl‘u-d-darajat’s and (36) 

one of Muhammad Shah’s from the same mint. Prom all this it is 

evident that Mogul copper coins were not scarce either at Surat or 

Ahmadabad. (37) is a dam of Jahangir’s from the Udaipur mint, (38) 

is a copper coin of Shahjahan from the Ujain mint conforming to the 

Malwa currency in shape and weight. 

On Plate XV. all the coins are of Aurangzeb except the last, (52) 

(39) and (40) are from the Shahjahanabad mint and exhibit dates, 

(41)-(44) are from the mint at Multan, (45) and (46) are from 

Narnol. I have a lot of these and all are without dates except two I 

was fortunate enough to find while this paper was in progress. I give 

them on Plate VIII. — (93) and (94). They are both dated. (47) and 

(48) puzzle me. They are evidently Aurangzeb’s coins, but I cannot 

read the mint; (49) is a Surat coin, (50) one from Ilaidarabad, as is also 
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I think (51). The date on (52) makes it an Elicpur coin of Shah 

‘Alam I. 

Plate XVI. opens with a Sholapur fulus of Aurangzeb, which is 

followed by (54) and (55) of the 5th year of Shah ‘Alam I. from the 

same mint. (56) is an Aurangzeb fulus from the Kulburga mint, (57) — 

(61) are our fulus of different styles and weights from the Surat mint 

of Aurangzeb. It will be noticed that (59) comes up to the dam 

standard and (60) is half a dam. The mint of (61) with its rupee 

inscription I have not been able to read, but (62) is from the Bijapur 

mint, (63) is a heavy coin of Muhammad Shah’s from the Elicpur 

mint. It is nearly the weight of a dam, (64) is probably of the 

same king and is from the same mint. 

Plate XVII. deals also with the coins of Aurangzeb. (65) is of the 

Lucknow mint while (66) is from Akbarabad (Agra), (67) and (68) 

are from Surat, (69) is a small gold coin of Aurangzeb which came 

into my hands for a day when I was drawing this plate, (70) to (73) 

are all different varieties from the Lahor mint, (74) and (75) I assign 

to Bairat, (76) is doubtful as to mint, and the mint name on (77) 

I have not yet made out. There is no doubt about the king who struck 

all these coins. The years tell us, and they help us to assign dateless 

coins by showing us the peculiar style of Aurangzeb’s copper coins,— 

the letters are mixed up strangely but only on the copper coins of 

Aurangzeb in this style. 

Plate XVIII. opens with four coins (78)—(81) of Farrukhsivar. 

The mint of (81) may be Surat. They all came to me from my Bom¬ 

bay friends Messrs. Malabarwalla and Kotwal. (82) is an Elicpur coin, 

but I don’t know of what king, (83) is a late modern coin from the 

same mint, (84) is a Bairat coin of Akbar’s but of irregular weight, 

(85) comes from Mailapur, the name of a part of the city of Madras. 

It is of the times of Aurangzeb. It belongs now to the Rev. J. E. 

Tracey, M.A., (86) is a unique coin of Muhammad Shah from the 

Shahjahanabad mint. It is singular that whereas mohurs and rupees 

of this king from this mint are exceedingly common, this is the only 

copper coin of this king I have seen from this mint. From this I infer 

that the copper coinage of the Empire was so abundant there was no 

need for any more to be struck. (87) is a Kabul coin of Muhammad 

Shah : (88) is of the same king but from the Multan mint. The speci¬ 

men I made this drawing from is the most beautiful and perfectly 

finished Mogul copper coin I know. (89) is from the Cuttack mint and 

is of the time of ‘Alamgir Aurangzeb. 

On Plate XIX. (90) is of the Hafizabad mint and is dated the 6th 

year of ‘Alamgir, but which of the ‘Alamglrs I don’t know. Of (91) 
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there is no doubt that it was struck at the end of the reign of Aurang- 

zeb in Patna when the name had been changed to ‘Azlmabad. (92) is 

a Kabul coin of the same Emperor, (93) and (94) are the two dated 

coins from the Narnol mint. (95) is a Bairat coin of Shah Jahan bearing 

not his name but his title, Sahib-i-Qiran Sam. (96) is also a fulus of 

Shah Jahan, with a date, but not with the mint name on it. (97) must 

be a coin of Ahmad Shah Durrani struck in Multan: but I think (98) 

is one of the Delhi king Ahmad Shah, struck in Peshawur. (99) and 

(100) are two coins from the Lahor mint of ‘Alamglr II, while (101) 

and (102) are from the Shahjahanabad mint of the same Emperor as is 

seen from the dates they bear. 

Plate XX. is the first plate of coins I drew for this paper which I 

intended should deal only with the copper coins of Shah ‘Alam II. All 

the coins in this plate are of his time. Helpless though he was, the 

glamour of his name and titles was such that they were used not only 

by the East India Company on their issues from the Murshidabad, 

Benares, Surat and Farrukhabad mints, but by Native States all over 

Northern India. Small mints were established in out-of-the-way places. 

Hence copper coins bearing fragments of the name and titles of Shah 

‘Alam II are exceedingly numerous. There are many with no mint 

name on them. I give some of these. Most of those I have drawn are 

given by reason of the mint names on them. (103) is from Jhansi. 

(104) is from Damla, a place not given in Hunter’s Gazetteer of India. 

It is, however, in Fullarton’s Gazetteer of the world stated to be “on 

the canal of ‘All Mardan Khan, 25 miles W. N. W. of Saharanpur.” 

This was confirmed by A. Phelan, Esq., Executive Engineer, Western 

Jumna Canal, who in answer to a note of mine most courteously informed 

me that “ Damla is a large ancient village lying on the right bank of the 

Western Jumna Canal” and that “Damla contains many Pathan families.” 

I have seen one other copper coin from this Damla mint: (305) comes 

from the Nahan mint. I have seen other coins from this mint. On 

one was the name of Bahadur Shah, Mulzim (servant) of Girvanyodh, 

Maharaja of Nepal. This was struck during the Gurkha occupation of 

Nahan. Another bears the name of a raja of Sirmur, the state of 

which Nahan is capital. This coin (105) differs from both those I have 

mentioned. I don’t know what to make out of the mint on (106), but 

(107) is certainly from the Farrukhnagar mint and 108 is from 

Husainabad, (109) is one type of Shah ‘Ham’s Akbarabad copper coins. 

On (103), (104) and (105) there is a figure to the r. or l. We see from 

this Akbarabad coin that a fish is intended by it. The fish standard 

was an emblem of royalty ; hence coins bear the sign of the fisli to show 
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tlieir connexion with the Central Government.1 It seems strange that 

the fish is found only on the coins of Shah ‘Alam and in the arms of the 

kings of Lncknow. (110) is of the Islamabad mint. This name belongs 

to several towns in India. I do not believe that this coin came from 

Chittagong, but from some town in the N.-W. Provinces. We read 

“ Muttra changed its name to Islamabad and was thus called in all 

official documents, as well as by the people.” Elliot Yol. VII. p. 26. 

(Ill) is a strange coin. It is of Akbarabad and has on it J. W. H. 

John William Hessing was Commander of the Fort of Agra. He died 

in 1803, the year the English took the Fort. He had been a soldier 

of fortune. There is a very good sketch of bis life in Compton’s book 

on Military Adventurers in India. (112) I took this coin to be one of 

Monghir, but I fancy I am mistaken. From the Najlbabad mints both 

(113) and (114) were issued. On the smaller size the fish is often 

represented as standing up and not as here lying to the r. 

Plate XXI.—(115)—(118) are coins of two sizes from the Saharanpur 

mint in the latter part of the reign of Shah ‘Alam II. (119) was produced 

in the Mominabad mint, but I cannot say what the mint name is on (120). 

Coins (121)-(126) are of Akbar II. (121) has the name of the 

Akbarabad mint on it and the pistol. (122) was struck in Gwallar. 

The sword, with its point over the ^ of is a peculiarity of this 

coin. Coins with the sword in that position are very common, but coins 

bearing the mint name are very rare. (123)-(126) were struck 

in Shahjahanabad. They are about the same in weight as the rupees 

of Akbar II. (125) is peculiar since it has an English letter S instead 

of the Arabic word on it for year. (126) reverts to the use of . 

Plate XXII.—The upper half of this plate contains six coins of Shah 

‘Alam II all from the Shahjahanabad mint. All have the fish on them 

except (127), (130) has a date on it | which must be intended for I I vp 

as the regnal year is 1. I think | and v have been inadvertently joined 

together. The date on (131) is certainly 1125 though the regnal year 

is 33. 1125 would make the coin one of Farrukhsivar. Pistol pice of 

Shah ‘Alam II, are shown in coins (133)—(135), the two first being from 

the Akbarabad mint. (136) is a fine specimen of a coin of Shah ‘Alam 

II from the Bindraban mint. There is a different specimen with a fish 

on it, in Plate XII (147) from the same mint. There is no mint at all 

on (137) but we cannot be far wrong if we assign it to Bhartpur, the 

symbol of that place being the kitar whicli occupies the field of the 

reverse. The symbols on (138) a trisul and standing fish, belong to 
t 

1 [It may be worth mentioning that the sign manual of the great Darblianga 
Raj is a fish (mahi). Ed.] 
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some town I am not acquainted with. Both (137) and (338) are coins 

of Shah ‘Alam II. 

Plate XXIII. — The coins on this plate are a miscellaneous lotwrith 

which I became acquainted during the time I was drawing the other plates. 

(139) is an early dam of Akbar’s from the Alwar mint. (140) is the only 

dam of the Kalanaur mint that I have ever seen.1 I got it in Ludiana. 

Kalanaur was one of Akbar’s copper mints and it was the place where he 

was crowned. (141) is a rare dam of Shah Jahan from the Lucknow mint. 

Lucknow was a mint of Sher Shah’s, Akbar’s and other Mogul Emperors. 

(142) is the smallest copper coin I have seen from the Fathpur Sikrl 

mint. It is the eighth of a dam of Akbar. I do not know what to 

make out of (143). It is a Calcutta mint one-anna piece. It seems to 

bear the date 1100 H. but the two dots may belong to the lA of Shah. 

It was struck by the East India Company. It is the only one I have 

ever seen and is in the Society’s own collection. I obtained (344), a 

fine coin of Jahandar Shah from the Kabul mint, at the beginning of 

this month. (145) is a good specimen of the coins from the Elicpur 

mint in the time of Muhammad Shah. One of the most curious coins 

in this paper is (146). It has on it fragments of the couplet on Sikh 

rupees on one side, and on the other the name of the Xajibabad mint, 

with its standing fish and the year of the reign of Shah ‘Alam II. It 

must have been struck when the Sikhs were in power in the Duab. I 

have one with the same Sikh fragments on but struck in Jaipur. The 

legends on (148) are not full enough to enable me to give the mint. 

They only tell us that the coin is one of Shah ‘Alam II. The use of 

in a circle is peculiar. I have a second specimen half the weight 

of this. (149) has been a puzzle to me for a long time. The date on 

it is SIP* This confirms my reading of on the other side. I make 

out the mint to be Nagar but I know nothing about it. As I have 

no coin of Babar in this paper on Mogul copper coins, I thought I would 

finish off with (150) which is a fine specimen from the mint in the Fort 

of Agra in 936 H. I ought to have given on a thirteenth plate the 

coins in bronze of Humayun. They are from the Agra mint as Daru-1- 

khilafat, Daru-l-aman, Daru-l-‘adl and Qila-i-Agra Daru-z-zarb: 

from the Daru-l-mulk Hazrat Delhi mint; Daru-l-khilafat Lahor; 

Mandu; Shahr-i-Mukarram Campanir, and Daru-z-zarb Khitta-i-Mut- 

abarrak Jaunpur mints. But some of these have already been edited and 

drawn. 
One thing has been prominently brought before us, the thorough 

jumble in which the copper coinage of the Moguls was. It must be 

1 Dr. Yost says lie has another. 
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remembered that before the advent of tlie copper coinage of the East 

India Company, the coins we have been describing were current in 

the country. But besides these there were what are now called Mansur! 

pice also current. These are still to the fore in many Native towns. 

They are simply uncoined lumps of copper. It was time one great 

power rose in India to give the Empire a uniform coinage, one that 

would enable India to be an empire where extensive commerce could 

be carried on. 

We have not seen the names of many mints. We will put them 

down all together here :—Ahmadabad, Agra, Bairat, Qandahar, Kabul, 

Ajmir, Dehll, Patna, Multan, Labor, Surat, Udaipur, Ujain, Shahjaha- 

nabad, Narnol, Haidarabad, Sholapur, Kulburga, Bijapur, Elicpur, 

Lucknow, Akbarabad, Mailapur, Cuttack, Hafizabad, ‘Azimabad, Pesha- 

wur, Jhansi, Damla, Nahan, Farrukhnagar, Husainabad, Najibad, Saha- 

ranpur, Mominabad, Gwaliyar, Bindraban, Bhartpur, Alwar, Kalanaur, 

Fathpur, Calcutta and Nagar. These are 42 in number. There were 

several I could not make out. These raise the numbers to about 50. 

We know from catalogues lately published that there are many other 

copper coins of the Moguls from other mints. These mints show that 

during the time of the Mogul Empire Copper Coins were struck all 

over India from Cuttack and Calcutta in the East to Kabul and Qanda¬ 

har in the West, from Peshawur in the north to Haidarabad, Sholapur 

and Mailapur in the South. 

Of course the subject of the Copper Coins of the Moguls has not 

been a matter of study for a long time. My paper on Copper Coins of 

Akbar, published in this Journal in 1880, drew attention to it. Mr. E. E. 

Oliver followed with an excellent paper on coins from one odd find 

made by him in one of his official tours. In 1885 I gave “ Some more 

Copper Coins of Akbar ” in this Journal. In 1890 I wrote a paper 

for the Indian Antiquary on “ Rare Copper Coins of Akbar.” In the 

“ Catalogue of Mogul and Surl coins purchased by the Panjab Govern¬ 

ment from me, and now in the Lahore Museum,” I gave 485 Mogul 

Copper Coins. There are unfortunately no plates in that catalogue. 

I have not indented on the coins in the Lahore Museum extensively in 

order to give the coins in this paper. Some of Jahangir, Muhammad 

Shah and ‘Alamglr I and II and of Akbar II, I wanted to give and I 

obtained the loan of them. 

There is still an open field for the numismatic student. The 

bazars of India can now be reached by railway. The exertions of my 

esteemed correspondents in Ahmadabad, Bombay and Poona have shown 

me that in Western India alone we have an enormous field open to us. 

In a letter from my friend Dr. Yost, he says that he has made several 
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discoveries of new tilings of Akbar’s. The conviction is borne upon 

me that Akbar coined so very extensively that there was not much 

need for his successors to do much towards supplying a copper currency. 

We h ave seen however that coins of Jahangir, Shah jahan, Aurangzeb, Shah 

‘Alam I, Jahandar Shah, Farrukhsiyar, Rafl‘u-d-darajat, Muhammad 

Shah, Ahmad Shah, ‘Alamgir II, Shah ‘Alam II, and Akbar II, are 

known. Jahangir’s copper coins are very plentiful in Ahmadabad, 

Aurangzeb’s abound in the Panjab .bazars. Of such kings as Jahandar 

Shah and Rafi‘n-d-darajat we cannot expect many coins in copper. But 

I know that my esteemed friend Mr. King of Peshawar has a beautiful 

duplicate of Jahandar from the Kabul mint and one of Rafl‘u-d- 

darajat from the Elicpur mint. 

Now that Indian numismatists have begun to work at the Copper 

Coins of the Mogul Empire, they will, I doubt not, bearing in mind 

that the copper coins were the currency of the masses, accumulate 

much information. I am a fixture in Amritsar, too poor to travel and 

hence my discoveries are nil. But I am certain that as yet we are only 

on the shore of the ocean. There is much more In store for us than 

what we have found cast up on the strand. We must dive deep down 

and we shall be rewarded far beyond what we have as yet dreamt of. 

I commend the subject to my fellow workers. 

In conclusion I must apologize for the utter want of order in the 

coins given in the plates. I cannot get coins to come to me in order. 

One friend sends me one lot, another a second : I go to the bazar and 

perhaps fish up one or two more. A dealer drops in and I obtain from 

him at a ruinous price a specimen or two. When the coins are in my 

hands I draw them. My time is pretty fully occupied and I cannot 

redraw them. Hence I am compelled to give the coins in the order in 

which I obtain them. It is gratifying to me to know that my past 

efforts have been appreciated. I trust that with all its faults this paper 

may be of some use and at any rate help to deepen the interest felt in 

the subject of the Copper Coinage of the Moguls—the coinage in use 

by the masses of a vast Empire for about three centuries. 

J. !. 25 


